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Assault
Columbia, 21044: 5500 block of Harpers Farm Road, Apr. 4 12:12 p.m.:
Two adult male victims reported they were walking along the road when an adult male suspect, who had threatened one of victims earlier, displayed a handgun and again made threats. No one was injured. The investigation is ongoing.

Theft
Columbia, 21045: 8800 block of McGaw Road, Apr. 4 4:00 p.m.
An adult male suspect was observed stealing merchandise from Wegmans. Police responded and located the suspect, who attempted to flee. After a brief foot pursuit, police arrested the suspect.
ARRESTED: Leonard Antonio Taylor, 55, of Tyler Avenue in Annapolis, charged with theft, burglary and trespassing

Suspicious circumstance
Columbia, 21044: Howard Community College, 10000 block of Little Patuxent Parkway, Apr. 4 4:39 p.m.
Police received a report of a person carrying a gun on campus. Officers responded, located the person in question, and determined he was an employee carrying a walkie-talkie. The college was placed on lockdown for a short period of time.
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